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Mark schemes

(a)     2Al   +   3H2SO4       Al2(SO4)3   +   3H2

formulae correct
1

balancing correct
1

(b)     40 + 2(14 + (3 × 16))
1

1

= 164

allow 164 with no working shown for 2 marks
1

(c)     (17.4 + 17.6 + 16.9) / 3
1

= 17.3

allow 17.3 with no working shown for 2 marks
1

[6]

1000 × 1000 / 0.065

gains 1 mark

but
15384615g (accept answer rounded to minimum of 2 sig. figures)

(accept answer with no units or correct units but incorrect unit loses one mark)
(answer correctly worked out in kg is acceptable)

gains 2 marks

[2]

2

(a)     (i)      the more sodium hydrogencarbonate the greater the temperature change

accept examples from the table
1

3

up to 8 spatula measures

accept any correct indication of when change occurs
1

then the temperature change is constant

if no marks awarded allow 1 mark for:
the more sodium hydrogencarbonate the lower the final
temperature

1

(ii)     energy is taken in from the surroundings or endothermic
1
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(b)     (i)      gas / carbon dioxide / steam / water is produced

accept carbon dioxide is a gas or steam / water is a gas

allow gas / air expands when heated
1

(ii)     no, because (reaction) is exothermic
or
yes, to start the reaction

allow no, because (reactants) were formed by heating

ignore references to cooling
1

(c)     (i)      84

correct answer with or without working gains 2 marks

if no answer or incorrect answer then evidence of
23 +1 + 12 + (3 × 16) gains 1 mark

2

(ii)     14.29

accept rounding to 14.3 or 14

allow ecf from (c)(i)
1

[9]

(a)     157

correct answer with or without working

(2 × 19 + 119) for 1 mark only

allow (119 + 19 =) 138 for 1 mark only

ignore units
2

4

(b)     24.2

accept answers in the range 24 to 24.2038.....

ignore incorrect rounding after correct answer

25 only without working gains 1 mark or

38/157 × 100 gains 1 mark or

(19/157 × 100 =) 12 to 12.1 gains 1 mark

allow error carried forward from part(a)

38/(a) × 100 gains 2 marks if calculated correctly

(19/138 × 100 =) 13.8 gains 1 mark
2

(c)     0.29

accept answers in the range 0.28 to 0.3

allow error carried forward from part (b)

(b)/100 × 1.2 correctly calculated

ignore units
1
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(d)     an electron

allow electrons

allow electron shared / lost for 1 mark

apply list principle for additional particles
1

          is gained owtte

must be linked to electron

accept can hold / take in if in correct context

eg it can hold another electron (in its outer shell) = 2 marks

it can take an electron (from another atom) = 2 marks

ignore reference to fluoride ions

incorrect number of electrons gained does not gain the second
mark

1

[7]

(a)     408 kg
15

(b)     all points correct

± ½ small square
2

allow 1 mark if 5 points correct

best fit line
1

(c)      

1

5525 dm3

1

(d)     relative formula mass of TiCl4 is 190
1

25.26 %
1

Answer given to 3 significant figures = 25.3 %
1

25.23% with or without working gains 3 marks

(e)     argon is unreactive
1

water (vapour) would react with sodium

allow water (vapour) would react with titanium(IV) chloride
1
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and air contains oxygen that would react with reactants

allow and air contains oxygen that would react with products
1

(f)     (titanium conducts electricity) because electrons in the outer shell of the metal atoms are
delocalised

1

and so electrons are free to move

allow the delocalised electrons in the metal carry electrical charge
through the metal

1

through the whole structure
1

[15]

(a)  hydrogen or H2

allow hydrogen gas
ignore H without the 2 subscript

1

6

(b)  filtration / filter
allow magnet or decant
ignore heating

1

(c)  

mark is for ÷ by 24
1

 

 
1

(mass Fe) = 0.00333 × 56

mark is for × 56
1

= 0.1866 (g)
1

= 187 (mg)
1

an answer of 280 (mg) scores 4 marks

an answer of 0.280 scores 3 marks (no ratio from
equation)

184 scores 0 [= (3 × 24) + (2 × 56)]
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OR

 

(mass of Fe) = 0.00166

 

= 0.1866 (g) (1)

187 (mg) (1)

OR

72 g Mg ⟶ 112g Fe (1)

 

= 0.1866 (g) (1)

= 187 (mg) (1)

an answer of 185−190 (mg) scores 5 marks

an answer of 0.185−0.19 scores 4 marks

(d)  Fe3+

1

(because) reduction is gain of electrons

allow change in oxidation state / (+)3 to 0
1

Fe3+ + 3e(−) ⟶ Fe
1

[10]

(a)  a mixture designed as a useful product
17
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(b)  mass = 14 520 g
1

allow correct substitution of incorrectly converted mass
must use Mr given (80) to gain marks in steps 2 and 3

1

(=) 181.5 (mol)
1

(=) 1.8 × 102 (mol)

allow answer correctly given in standard form to correct
sig figs from an incorrect calculation

1

an answer of 1.8 × 102 (mol) gains 4 marks

(c)  (giant) lattice
allow giant structure

1

ionic
1

strong bonds or strong electrostatic forces

do not accept strong intermolecular forces / bonds
1

large amounts of energy needed to overcome

ignore heat
1

max 2 marks for incorrect reference to bonding or
structure or particles

[9]

144

accept TiCl4 = 190 for 1 mark

accept another correct step in calculation
eg 570/190 = 3 for 1 mark

[3]

8
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352 g gains 3 marks

(moles C8H18 = 114 / 114 = 1 mole)
moles CO2 = 8 (1)
mass CO2 = 8 × 44 (1) = 352 g (1)

1 mark for each point
(ecf allowed between parts)

or

114 → 8 (1) × 44
(1)

114   →   352 g
(1)

ecf allowed between parts

[3]

9

(a)     1400
110

(b)     980

correct answer gains full credit

160 tonnes Fe2O3 produces 112 tonnes Fe

if incorrect allow one mark for relative formula mass iron oxide =
160
allow e.c.f.

1400 tonnes Fe2O3 will produce 1400 / 160 × 112 tonnes Fe

use of 2000 tonnes Fe2O3 – deduct one mark only if
working out is correct

4

[5]
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